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1. Introduction
Wedenote the set of n-by-n complexmatrices byMn. Let S ∈ Mn be nonsingular and skew-symmet-
ric (S = −ST; note that n is necessarily even).We deﬁne φS : Mn → Mn by φS(A) = S−1ATS for all A ∈ Mn.
For A ∈ Mn, we say that A is φS symmetric if φS(A) = A; we say that A is φS orthogonal if φS(A) = A−1;
and we say that A has a φS polar decomposition if A can be written as A = QR, where Q is φS orthogonal
and R is φS symmetric. The following is in [2].
Lemma 1. Let n be a positive even integer, let S ∈ Mn be nonsingular and skew-symmetric, and let A ∈ Mn
be given. If A is nonsingular, then A has a φS polar decomposition. If (a not necessarily nonsingular) A ∈ Mn
has a φS polar decomposition, then
1. rank(A) must be even,
2. AφS(A) is similar to φS(A)A, and
3. φS(A)A has a φS symmetric square root.
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Wenote that in [2], itwas left as anopenproblemto characterize thematriceswith evendimensions
and of even rank that have a φS polar decomposition. One of our motivation is to determine to what
extent the converse of the second claim in Lemma 1 holds.
Set J ≡
[
0 I
−I 0
]
∈ M2n. We study the case when S = J and look at the matrices with rank 2. Notice
that every nonsingular skew-symmetric S ∈ M2n can be written as S = XTJX for some nonsingular
X ∈ M2n, see [3]. Now, φS(A) = S−1ATS = X−1J−1X−TATXTJX = X−1(J−1(XAX−1)TJ)X = X−1φJ(XAX−1)X .
Moreover, one can show that A ∈ M2n has a φS polar decomposition if and only if XAX−1 has a φJ polar
decomposition.
IfM =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A,B,C,D ∈ Mn, thenM is φJ symmetric if and only if
D = AT, B = −BT, and C = −CT, (1)
that is, if and only ifM =
[
A B
C AT
]
, where B and C are skew-symmetric.
A matrixM ∈ M2n is called symplectic ifM is φJ orthogonal, that is,M is nonsingular andMφJ(M) =
I2n = φJ(M)M. Now, let M ∈ M2n be symplectic and write M =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A,B,C,D ∈ Mn. Then,
MφJ(M) = I2n if and only if
ADT − BCT = In, and ABT,CDT are symmetric. (2)
Similarly, φJ(M)M = I2n if and only if
DTA − CTB = In, and DTB,ATC are symmetric. (3)
Examples of symplectic matrices are the following:
1.
[
In A
0 In
]
and
[
In 0
A In
]
where A ∈ Mn is symmetric;
2.
[
P 0
0 P−T
]
and
[
0 −P−T
P 0
]
where P ∈ Mn is nonsingular; and
3. the matrix
[
Ia ⊕ 0b ⊕ Ic 0a ⊕ Ib ⊕ 0c
0a ⊕ −Ib ⊕ 0c Ia ⊕ 0b ⊕ Ic
]
where a, b, c ∈ N ∪ {0}; I0 and 00 are interpreted to be not
present.
We now present an equivalence relation onM2n.
Deﬁnition 2. A matrix X ∈ M2n is said to be symplectically equivalent to a matrix Y ∈ M2n, denoted
X ∼ Y , if there exist symplectic matrices P,Q ∈ M2n such that X = PYQ .
It can be easily checked that ∼ is an equivalence relation onM2n. One of the tools we use to study the
φJ polar decomposition is the following, which can be easily proven and we present without proof.
Lemma 3. Let M,N ∈ M2n be given. Suppose that M is symplectically equivalent to N. Then N has a φJ
polar decomposition if and only if M has a φJ polar decomposition.
The study of the existence of φJ polar decomposition of a matrix can be reduced to studying the
existence of φJ polar decomposition of a symplectically equivalent matrix. We show that a rank 2
matrix is symplectically equivalent to only one of four types, and determine which type has a φJ polar
decomposition.
2. Symplectic row and column operations
In reducing an arbitrary rank 2 matrix of even dimension, we apply symplectic matrices to arrive
at a symplectically equivalent matrix with simpler form. We deﬁne three general types of matrices
used to symplectically reduce a matrix. We call these matrices symplectic row and column operation
matrices.
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First, we recall the different types of elementary row and columnoperations onmatrices [1]. A Type
I elementary row operation multiplies a row by a nonzero scalar. A Type II elementary row operation
adds a multiple of one row to another. A Type III elementary row operation switches two rows. Types
I, II and III elementary column operations are deﬁned analogously. An elementary operation matrix,
denoted by Ex , is a matrix that performs a Type x elementary operation on the identity matrix I, where
x ∈ {I, II, III}.
Wedeﬁne three basic types of symplectic operationmatrices. A TypeA symplectic operationmatrix
is a symplectic matrix of the form
Ax =
[
Ex 0
0 E−Tx
]
for x ∈ {I, II, III}. If x = I, multiplying amatrixM on the left by Ax has the effect of multiplying row i ofM
by a nonzero scalar a and row i + n by a−1, for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. If x = II, then multiplying M on the
left by Ax adds a times row i to row j, for some nonzero scalar a, and adds −a times row j + n to row
i + n ofM for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. If x = III, multiplyingM on the left by Ax switches rows i and j, and
switches rows i + n and j + n ofM, for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. MultiplyingM by Ax on the right performs
the operations on the columns ofM.
A Type B symplectic operation matrix is a symplectic matrix of the form
B(i) =
[
Ii−1 ⊕ (0) ⊕ In−i 0i−1 ⊕ (1) ⊕ 0n−i
0i−1 ⊕ (−1) ⊕ 0n−i Ii−1 ⊕ (0) ⊕ In−i
]
,
which, if appliedon the left, switches rows i and i + n (here, 1 i  n), andmultiplies the resulting row
i + n with −1. Multiplied on the right, B(i) switches columns i and i + n, and multiplies the resulting
column i with −1.
Let Exy = [eij] ∈ Mn be such that exy = 1 and eij = 0 if i /= x or j /= y.
A Type C symplectic operation matrix is a symplectic matrix of the form
C1(a, i, j) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
[
In a(E(i−n)j + Ej(i−n))
0 In
]
if i − j /= n[
In aEjj
0 In
]
if i − j = n
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
where i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , 2n} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. As a row operation, it adds a times row i to row j, if i − j = n.
In addition, if i − j /= n, it also adds a times row j + n to row i − n and does not affect the other entries
of thematrix. As a symplectic column operationmatrix, this matrix adds a times column j to column i,
if i − j = n. And in addition, if i − j /= n, it also adds a times column i − n to column j + n, and does not
affect the other entries in the matrix. A Type C symplectic operation matrix may also take the form
C2(b, k, l) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
[
In 0
b(Ek(l−n) + E(l−n)k) In
]
if l − k /= n[
In 0
bEkk In
]
if l − k = n
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
where k ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and l ∈ {n + 1, . . . , 2n}.
3. Symplectic equivalence
We characterize the rank 2 matrices that have a φJ polar decomposition by reducing an arbitrary
matrix via symplectic row and column operations into matrices of simpler forms.
Lemma 4. Let n be a positive integer. A 2n-by-2n matrix with rank 2 is symplectically equivalent to only
one of the following matrices:
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N1 =
[
E11 E21
0 0
]
, N2 =
[
E11 0
E12 0
]
, N3 =
[
E11 + E22 0
0 0
]
, N4 =
[
E11 0
0 xE11
]
,
where x /= 0.
Proof. LetM = [mij] ∈ M2n have rank 2. ThenM has two linearly independent columnsand two linearly
independent rows. Let Fi denote column i, and let Rj denote row j ofM. Either F1 = 0 or F1 /= 0. Suppose
F1 = 0. Thenat least twoother columns arenonzero. If Fi is nonzero for some i ∈ {2, . . . ,n}, thenperform
a symplectic columnoperationof TypeA to switch F1 and Fi. If Fi is nonzero for some i > n, thenperform
a symplectic column operation of Type B to switch Fi and Fi−n, and note that i − n < n, so that we can
again switch Fi−n and F1 by a Type A symplectic column operation. Hence, we may assume without
loss of generality that F1 /= 0.
Suppose F1 /= 0. Then either m11 = 0 or m11 /= 0. If m11 = 0, then mi1 is nonzero, for some i > 1.
Supposemi1 /= 0 for some i ∈ {2, . . . ,n}, then apply a Type A symplectic row operation to putmi1 in the
(1, 1) position. Ifmi1 = 0 for all i ∈ {2, . . . ,n}, thenmi1 /= 0 for some i > n, we apply a Type B symplectic
row operation matrix to switch the (i, 1) and (i − n, 1) entries and note that i − n < n. Hence, if F1 /= 0,
then the (1, 1) entry can always bemade nonzero, say a. Now, apply a Type A symplectic row operation
that multiplies the ﬁrst row by a−1. Thus, we may assume thatm11 = 1.
Supposem11 = 1. First, we zero out all the (i, 1) entries ofM, for i = 2, . . . ,n, using Type A symplectic
rowoperations. UsingC2(b, 1,n + 1), we zero out the (n + 1, 1) entry. UsingC2(b, 1,n + j) for j = 2, . . . ,n,
we can zero out the rest of the entries of F1. The only question that may come up here is the effect
of C2(b, 1,n + j) on row n + 1. Since C2(b, 1,n + j) adds a multiple of Rj to Rn+1 and mj,1 = 0 for all j =
2, . . . ,n, thenm(n+1),1 is unchanged. Hence,without loss of generality,wemay assume F1 = (1 0 · · · 0)T.
Similarly, using Types A and C symplectic column operation matrices (this time, using C1(a,n + j, 1)),
we zero out the (1, j) entries of M, for j = 2, . . . , 2n. Therefore, it is also without loss of generality to
assume that R1 = (1 0 · · · 0).
Now, only three cases may happen:
1. F2 = 0 and Fi = 0 for all i /= 1, 2,n + 1.
2. F2 = 0 and Fi /= 0 for some i /= 1, 2,n + 1.
3. F2 /= 0.
We look at these cases separately.
Case1. Suppose F2 = 0and Fi = 0 for all i /= 1, 2,n + 1. Then Fn+1 has tobenonzero. Eitherm(n+1),(n+1) =
0 orm(n+1),(n+1) /= 0. Ifm(n+1),(n+1) = 0, then at least one (i,n + 1) entry is nonzero for some i /= n + 1.
Perform a combination of symplectic row operations of Types A and B to put mi,(n+1) in the (2,n + 1)
position. Hence, wemay assume thatm2,(n+1) /= 0. Now, perform a symplectic row operation of Type A
tomakem2,(n+1) = 1. Performa combination of symplectic rowoperations of TypesA andC tomake the
(j,n + 1)entries zero,with j /= 2.Notice thatwenowhave reducedM (via symplectic equivalence) toN1.
We now look at the remaining subcase m(n+1),(n+1) /= 0. Notice that we cannot apply a Type A
symplectic row operation to make m(n+1),(n+1) = 1 without also changing m1,1, moreover, we cannot
put m(n+1),(n+1) to the (2,n + 1) position without changing the ﬁrst row as well. However, we apply a
composition of symplectic row operation matrices of Types A and C to make the (i,n + 1) entries zero,
for each i /= n + 1, and notice that the resultingM is in fact N4.
This takes care of Case 1.
Case 2. Suppose F2 = 0 and Fi /= 0 for some i /= 1, 2,n + 1. Perform a combination of Types A and B
symplectic column operations to put Fi in the second column. Hence, in this case, wemay assume that
F2 /= 0 and because we started with the assumption that F2 = 0, then there is an integer x /= 1, 2,n + 1
for which Fx = 0.
Now, becauseM has rank 2 and becausewe have constructed F1 to be linearly independent from the
remaining columns, we have that for each i > 2, Fi = aiF2 for some ai ∈ C. Either an+1 = 0 or an+1 /= 0.
If an+1 = 0, then Fn+1 = 0. Perform a combination of Types A and C symplectic column operations to
make Fi = 0 for all i > 2.
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We now look at the two subcases: m(n+1),2 = 0 or m(n+1),2 /= 0. Suppose that m(n+1),2 = 0. Then
mi,2 /= 0 for some i /= 1,n + 1. Perform a combination of symplectic row operations to put mi,2 to the
(2, 2) position and further, makem2,2 = 1. A combination of symplectic row operations of Types A and
C may now be performed to zero out the rest of the (j, 2) entries (with j > 2). Notice that in this case,
we have reducedM to N3.
We now look at the subcasem(n+1),2 /= 0. First, we perform a Type A symplectic column operation
that makes m(n+1),2 = 1. Now, apply a combination of Types A and C symplectic row operations to
make the (i, 2) entries zero for i /= 1,n + 1, and notice thatM has now been reduced to N2.
For the last subcase, we have an+1 /= 0, so that Fn+1 /= 0. Since the span of {F2, F3, . . . , F2n} has
dimension 1, we also have that for each i > 2, Fi = aiFn+1 for some ai ∈ C. Perform a combination
of Types A and C symplectic column operations to make Fj = 0 for all j /= 1,n + 1. This case has been
dealt with in Case 1.
Case 3. Suppose F2 /= 0. Then for all i > 2, we have that Fi = biF2 for some bi ∈ C. Apply a combination
of symplectic column operations of Types A and C tomake Fj zero, for all j /= 1, 2,n + 1. Notice that this
has been dealt with in Case 2 by looking at the cases Fn+1 = an+1F2 with an+1 ∈ C.
This exhausts all possible cases for an arbitrary 2n-by-2nmatrix of rank 2. Now, ifA is symplectically
equivalent to B, then AφJ(A) is similar to BφJ(B) and φJ(A)A is similar to φJ(B)B. Comparing the values of
NiφJ(Ni) and φJ(Ni)Ni, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (a routine calculation), we conclude that no two distinct elements of
{N1,N2,N3,N4} are symplectically equivalent. Thus, M is symplectically equivalent to only one of the
following: N1,N2,N3 or N4. 
We now determine those even sized rank 2 matrices that do not have φJ polar decomposition.
Lemma 5. Let M ∈ M2n have rank 2. Then MφJ(M) is similar to φJ(M)M if and only if M is symplectically
equivalent to N3 or N4.
Proof. We only need to check for the similarity of NiφJ(Ni) and φJ(Ni)Ni, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
LetM ∈ M2n have rank 2. IfM is symplectically equivalent to either N1 or N2, thenM does not have
a φJ polar decomposition. We now show that ifM is symplectically equivalent to either N3 or N4, then
M has a φJ polar decomposition by showing that N3 and N4 each have a φJ polar decomposition.
Theorem 6. Letnbeapositive even integer, let S ∈ Mn benonsingularandskew-symmetric,and letA ∈ M2n
have rank 2. Then A has a φS polar decomposition if and only if AφS(A) is similar to φS(A)A.
Proof. The forward implication is part of Lemma 1. For the converse, write S = XTJX , where X ∈ Mn is
nonsingular. Set B = XAX−1 and notice that AφS(A) is similar to φS(A)A implies that BφJ(B) is similar to
φJ(B)B. By Lemma 5, B can only be symplectically equivalent to N3 or N4. We present the following φJ
polar decompositions for N3 and N4:
N3 =
[
E11 + E22 0
0 0
]
=
[
0 E
0 0
] [
0 −F−T
F 0
]
,
where E = −E12 + E21 and F = E12 − E21 +
∑n
i=3 Eii, and
N4 =
[
E11 0
0 xE11
]
=
[√
xE11 0
0
√
xE11
] [
G 0
0 G−T
]
,
where x /= 0 and G = 1√
x
E11 +
∑n
k=2 Ekk . Therefore, by Lemma 3, B has a φJ polar decomposition, say
B = QR. Then A = X−1BX = (X−1QX)(X−1RX) is a φS polar decomposition of A. 
The following is a consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 6.
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Corollary 7. Let A ∈ M4 be given. Then A has a φJ polar decomposition if and only if A has even rank and
AφJ(A) is similar to φJ(A)A.
IfA ∈ M2n has a φJ polar decomposition, sayA = QR (whereQ is φJ orthogonal and R is φJ symmetric)
then Lemma 1 guarantees thatMφJ(M) is similar to φJ(M)M and that φJ(M)M = R2 has a φJ symmetric
square root. We now give an example of an even-ranked matrix that has the following properties: (i)
MφJ(M) = φJ(M)M, (ii) MφJ(M) has a φJ symmetric square root, but (iii) M does not have a φJ polar
decomposition.
ConsiderM = I3 ⊕ K ∈ M6,whereK = J2(0) ⊕ (0). ThenM has rank4. Adirect calculation shows that
MφJ(M) = φJ(M)M = J2(0)T ⊕ (0) ⊕ J2(0) ⊕ (0). Moreover, if S = N ⊕ NT where N =
[
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
]
, then
S2 = MφJ(M). Thus, M is a matrix with even rank, MφJ(M) = φJ(M)M and MφJ(M) has a φJ symmetric
square root.
WenowshowthatM doesnothave aφJ polar decomposition. IfM has aφJ polar decomposition, then
there is a symplectic Y ∈ M6 such that MY is φJ symmetric. Write Y =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A,B,C,D ∈ M3,
so that MY =
[
A B
KC KD
]
. Now, Eq. (1) guarantees that A = (KD)T, and KC and B are skew-symmetric.
Setting
D ≡
⎡
⎣d11 d12 d13d21 d22 d23
d31 d32 d33
⎤
⎦ , we get A =
⎡
⎣d21 0 0d22 0 0
d23 0 0
⎤
⎦ .
Moreover, we also have (KC)T = −(KC), so that
C =
⎡
⎣c11 c12 c130 0 0
c31 c32 c33
⎤
⎦ .
Since Y is symplectic, Eq. (2) guarantees that ADT − BCT = I3. Looking at the (1, 2) and (2, 2) entries of
ADT − BCT, we get d2
21
= 0 and d22d21 = 1. Since this is a contradiction, we conclude that M does not
have a φJ polar decomposition.
For a general M ∈ M2n+6 that also satisﬁes the conditions (i) MφJ(M) = φJ(M)M, (ii) MφJ(M) has
a φJ symmetric square root, but (iii) M does not have a φJ polar decomposition, one may take M =
0n ⊕ I3 ⊕ 0n ⊕ K .
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